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MULTI-HADRON FINAL STATES�Leif LönnbladDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Lund University, Lund, SwedenJosé RepondArgonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USAand Marek Zieli«skiDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of RohesterRohester, NY 14627, USA(Reeived July 23, 2002)This summary aims to highlight major results and insights gained fromreent studies of hadroni �nal states in ep, pp, e+e�, as well as relevanttheoretial developments, presented in the Multi-Hadron Final States par-allel sessions of the DIS2002 workshop held in Kraków, Poland in May2002.PACS numbers: 12.38.Qk, 13.60.�r, 13.65.+i, 13.85.Hd1. IntrodutionPresentations at the Multi-Hadron Final States sessions overed a wealthof reent results on jet prodution harateristis and jet properties, heavy�avor prodution and deays, dimuon photoprodution, instanton searhes,small-x �nal states, studies of hadronization, and theoretial progress inresummation and parton shower formalisms, providing new insights into andsensitivity to a broad range of physis aspets. Due to spae limitation, werefer the interested reader to individual papers in these proeedings for exatde�nitions of variables, experimental seletions, plots, and further referenes.� Plenary presentation at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering(DIS2002) Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3329)



3330 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«ski2. Physis of jetsJet prodution proesses in ep, e+e� and hadroni interations ontinueto be primary tools for studies of parton dynamis and for testing spei�theoretial desriptions and Monte Carlo models (MC) based on QCD.While results from HERA on inlusive, dijet, and multi-jet reations,indued by real and virtual photons, dominated the disussion, they wereomplemented by reent multi-jet measurements at LEP that diretly probethe olor struture and the oupling onstant of strong interations, and bya variety of jet studies at the Tevatron, overing a large range of jet ET andprobing QCD aspets from the hardest partoni satter to the properties ofthe soft underlying and minimum bias events.2.1. Inlusive and dijet results from HERA, plus some photonsThe results presented in the sessions were generally in an impressiveagreement with theoretial preditions, for many kinemati variables, andfor several orders of magnitude of ross setions. Here, we will attemptto highlight hints of disagreements, whih may point to weaknesses in thedesription of partiular aspets of the underlying physis. Most of themeasurements used versions of the kT algorithm and were arried out in theBreit frame. In general, the veraity of next-to-leading order (NLO) matrixelements is on�rmed by good agreement with the angular distributions inthe data (os�� in dijet photoprodution, espeially for high dijet mass;os�3,  3 in 3-jet DIS and in 4-jet photoprodution at high 4-jet mass.)The photoprodution data from both H1 and ZEUS probe the photonparton distribution funtions (PDFs); the GRV-HO set provides preditions10�15% above those from AFG-HO (and seems to be in better agreementwith the data).Jaek Turnau [1℄ presented an H1 measurement of the single inlusivejet ross setion in photoprodution (Q2 < 1 GeV2) at high ET (21�75 GeV),where the sensitivity to soft physis is redued. The data agree very wellwith NLO QCD and with previous ZEUS results, but beause of the largeunertainty in the jet energy sale, the preferene for the GRV PDF is onlymarginal; this unertainty needs to be redued to take advantage of the highluminosity measurements at HERA II.Maria Krawzyk [2℄ disussed theoretial issues in the inlusive diret-photon prodution. There are two di�erent approahes to ounting thepowers of �s in NLO alulations, leading to di�erent sets of subproessesbeing inluded; other authors onsidered the logQ2 fator present in thephoton F2 funtion as an inverse of �s. The ZEUS data urrently haveerrors too large to disriminate between these alulations, or between the



Multi-Hadron Final States 3331photon PDFs, but are in rough agreement with expetations (although noneof them desribe the data for rapidities below 0.1).Dijet photoprodution probes diret and resolved photon omponents inmore detail and is sensitive, already at lowest order, to the gluon ontent ofthe photon. At HERA, the photon struture an be probed at higher salesthan at LEP. Theoretial alulations are available at NLO.Dijet photoprodution ross setions from ZEUS, presented by AnnaLupi [3℄, are sensitive to the photon PDFs, but neither GRV-HO or AFG-HO fully desribe all features of the data. In partiular, the preditionsdo not trak the data when ompared as funtion of the ut on the lowerenergy jet, Ejet2T . For the ut value used by ZEUS, Ejet2T > 11 GeV, there isa signi�ant di�erene between data and theory for x < 0:8, x being themomentum fration of the photon partaking in the hard interation. TheH1 omparisons, presented by Gilles Frising [4℄, show a better agreementwith theory, whih may be related to the higher ut value (Ejet2T > 15 GeV)used by H1. Frising pointed to signi�ant NLO sale unertainty, and sizablehadronization orretions at high x . Both speakers onluded that HERAdata an onstrain and should be inluded in �ts to PDFs; the onstraintsould be made more stringent if improved higher-order or resummed alu-lations were available. The H1 analysis also exhibits some sensitivity to theproton PDFs; this ould be exploited with the high-statistis HERA II data.Up a step in Q2, the region �2QCD � Q2 < E2T is the plae to investi-gate ontributions from longitudinally polarized photon interations, whihvanish in the photoprodution limit. The analysis of H1 data, presentedby Kamil Sedlak [5℄, demonstrated the importane of the resolved trans-verse omponent even in this Q2 region; however, addition of longitudinalresolved photon ontributions (within the Herwig framework) further im-proves the agreement with data. Based on a study of y-distributions, suha longitudinal omponent is preferred to a pure enhanement of the trans-verse part. Interestingly, the preditions of the Casade MC, based onthe CCFM evolution, desribe the data almost as well, without expliitlyintroduing a resolved omponent (however, the Q2 dependene at low xis poorly desribed.)The above analysis negleted the possibility of interferene between trans-verse and longitudinal omponents, whih was found to be important in someases studied at LEP. Urszula Jezuita-D¡browska [6℄ investigated the-oretial aspets of suh interferene e�ets in the semi-inlusive Comptonproess in ep ollisions. She found that at HERA energies the interfereneterm is of similar magnitude as the longitudinal term, but of the oppositesign! The extension of this study to dijet prodution at low Q2 would beertainly interesting.



3332 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«skiThe partoni ontent of the virtual photon is suppressed when Q2 in-reases, leading to a orresponding suppression of the ratio R between rosssetions for x < 0:75 (dominated by the resolved omponent) and forx > 0:75 (dominated by the diret omponent). Matthew Lightwood [7℄investigated this behavior (as seen in the ZEUS data) in the ase when thedijets were identi�ed as originating from harm quarks. The harm eventswere tagged by reonstruting a high-pT D�+ ! K��+�+s deay. After or-reting for the D� kinemati seletions, the Q2 suppression of R for harmevents was signi�antly weaker than for the all-�avors ase � learly a on-sequene of the harm-quark mass. Again, Casade desribed the harmdata well.A novel approah to the analysis of H1 dijet data in the DIS regime(150 < Q2 < 35000 GeV2) was disussed by Günter Grindhammer [8℄,using a modi�ed Durham algorithm. The traditional DIS analyses require alarge inter-jet separation, with only � 10% of the inlusive sample lassi�edas dijet events. H1 investigated the minimum separation required for anadequate agreement with NLO alulation in terms of the variable y2 =min k2Tij=sale2 (with sale hosen either as W or Q). For y2 > 0:001 theagreement with NLO was exellent, and the sample retained a third of allDIS events. Detailed studies of several variables in this expanded sampleshowed a very good agreement with NLO alulations, for two hoies of therenormalization sale. Interestingly, a LO+parton-shower (PS) MCs Rapgap desribes the y2-distribution down to 10�5, and reprodues otherdata well, while Ariadne, Herwig and Lepto fail at plaes.Sonja Hillert [9℄ reviewed ZEUS studies of internal struture of jetsin neutral-urrent, harged-urrent and photoprodution data. Suh stud-ies provide insights into the transition from partons to the observed jetsof hadrons and are sensitive to emission of gluons, thus allowing a deter-mination of the strong oupling onstant. The jet substruture is studiedthrough the measurement of the mean subjet multipliity; subjets are re-solved by reapplying the kT-lustering algorithm to partiles within the jetwhile using a smaller resolution parameter yut. Using yut = 10�2, and forboth NC and CC data, the mean subjet multipliity was ompared to NLOalulations with the �s-dependent A-series of CTEQ4 PDFs, yielding �ts to�s in good agreement with the PDG value, and with other ZEUS determina-tions; the errors are dominated by the theoretial unertainty. Results werealso presented for both integrated and di�erential energy-density distribu-tions as funtion of the distane from the jet axis. The quark-initiated jetshapes determined in DIS events are in good agreement with NLO expeta-tions and are onsistent between CC and NC samples. In photoprodution,however, one �nds a somewhat di�erent shape, whih is expeted beauseof the ontributions from gluon initiated jets. A quark-enrihed sample has



Multi-Hadron Final States 3333been seleted by the D� harm-tagging tehnique; these jets have shapedistributions similar to DIS jets. By taking the frational ontributions ofquark and gluon jets in photoprodution data from LO MC, and assumingthe measured shape for the quark jets, ZEUS solved for the shape of gluonjets and found that Pythia provides a good representation.2.2. Multi-jet studies at HERA and LEPA diret sensitivity to higher-order e�ets is obtained through investiga-tions of multi-jet events. Using ZEUS data Claire Gwenlan [10℄ presentedthe �rst four-jet photoprodution ross setion measurement. Multi-jet pro-dution in the photoprodution regime is also sensitive to the photon stru-ture and to the ensuing multiple parton interations. The distribution ofxOBS agrees well with Pythia for high mass events, m4J > 50 GeV, butrequires a large ontribution of multiple parton interations (MPI) at lowermasses and low xOBS . Angular distributions os�3 and  3 have been om-pared to the MC expetations. While Herwig alone, and Herwig + SUE (asoft underlying event model) fail, Herwig + Jimmy (a multi-parton intera-tion model) work �ne, as does Pythia + MPI; at high mass the soft e�etsare muh redued and the LO+PS generators alone provide a satisfatorydesription of the data.In the DIS regime, extra jets are produed primarily through hard gluonemission, prodding enhaned sensitivity to �s and allowing more stringenttest of NLO theory. Christian Shwanenberger [11℄ presented H1 mea-surements of the 3-jet ross setion versus several variables, for 5 < Q2 <5000 GeV2. At lowest Q2 the dominant theoretial unertainty is relatedto the hoie of sales, but at the high-Q2 end this unertainty is redued,thus providing sensitivity to �s. This sensitivity is enhaned in the ratio of2-jet and 3-jet ross setions, as the sale and some other theoretial andexperimental unertainties tend to anel. The data are in good agreementwith NLO (but not LO) using the world average for �s. It is notable thatthe angular os�3 and  3 distributions are well desribed by NLO, but notby phase spae, on�rming the expetation for QCD radiation patterns.Data from e+e� annihilation into hadrons provide a partiularly leanenvironment to study harateristis of multi-jet events. Pablo Tortosa [12℄presented results from LEP measurements of 4-jet events. The underly-ing theoretial desription assumes only a non-abelian gauge symmetry andstandard hadronization models, thus allowing determinations of the strongoupling onstant and the SU(3) olor fators by omparison of the mea-sured 4-jet prodution rate and four di�erent angular orrelations betweenjets to NLO perturbative preditions. The measurements are in agreementwith SU(3) expetations and with the world average value of �s(MZ); the



3334 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«skiunertainties on the extrated parameters depend on the number of free pa-rameters in the �ts. Flavor tagging has been used to enhane the sensitivityto olor fators by identifying quark versus gluon jets. The results exludethe existene of a massless gluino at more than 95% on�dene level (itwould modify the fators by adding light fermion degrees of freedom).2.3. Seleted jet results from the TevatronTraditionally, the Tevatron jet measurements have been based on theone algorithm, and were aimed primarily at the highest transverse ener-gies. In reent years, however, more attention has been paid to alternativealgorithms and to studies of jet and event struture issues at low energies.Iain Bertram [13℄ reviewed several reent analyses from DØ based onthe Ellis�Soper version of the kT algorithm. DØ reently published theinlusive kT jet ross setion, the �rst suh measurement at the hadron ol-lider. The measurement inludes a study of hadronization e�ets, usuallynegleted for one jets. The agreement with NLO theory is not as goodas previously obtained with the one algorithm � a behavior that an bepartially traed to energy di�erenes between jets reonstruted with thesealgorithms. The probability of agreement with NLO (Jetrad) is fair (44%),but the possibility of some disrepany reinvigorated investigations of issues,suh as hadronization, in�uene of the underlying event, and properties ofthe algorithms. With the kT algorithm, DØ studied the jet substruture,similarly to the disussion above by Hillert. The quark and gluon subjetmultipliities have been disentangled by omparing the measurements atps = 630 GeV and 1800 GeV and by assuming that the respetive frationsof quark and gluon initiated jets are known from the MCs. The result forthe ratio between quark and gluon subjet multipliities has been found to bein good agreement with Herwig. A very reent analysis, based on the kTalgorithm, investigated the event-shape thrust variable T , de�ned here usingonly the transverse momenta of the two leading jets; despite of this simpli-�ation, T remains sensitive to extra jets (radiation) in the event throughthe imbalane of the leading jets in the azimuthal plane. The measurementdisagrees with the NLO Jetrad desription at the very low values of 1�T ,where resummation e�ets are expeted to be important, and at high valuesof 1 � T , where the lowest order is O(�4s ). Thus, this measurement pro-vides an exellent opportunity for testing future resummed and higher orderalulations. Using the one algorithm, DØ investigated the prodution ofmulti-jet events at low ET � 20 GeV (for inlusive �1, 2, 3 and 4 jets), om-pared to expetations from Pythia and Herwig. Both MCs an be tunedto reprodue the data in ET and in various angular distributions, but fail todo so with the default parameters. The sensitive parameter in Pythia is the



Multi-Hadron Final States 3335fration of ore region of hadroni matter distribution (PARP(83)), whihontrols the rate of multiple parton interations; in Herwig the sensitiveparameter is the minimum pT of the hard proess.Christina Mesropian [14℄ disussed reent analyses from CDF fousedon jet fragmentation properties, jet evolution from minimum bias events tohigher ET, and studies of properties of the underlying event (UE) in jet andminimum bias events. These analyses were performed using variations ofthe one algorithm, and utilized both alorimeter and traking information.Fragmentation into harged partiles of well-balaned high-mass entral dijetevents was studied within the MLLA formalism ombined with the LPHDhadronization presription. The inlusive momentum distribution of hargedpartiles in the jet was found to agree well with theoretial preditions,allowing extration of the e�etive momentum uto� Qe� at whih partonsundergo hadronization; a value of order �QCD was obtained. The ratioof hadron multipliities in quark and gluon jets was also extrated. Forstudies of the development and evolution of jets from low (0.5 GeV/) tohigh (50 GeV/) transverse momenta harged jets were de�ned using onlyharged partiles of pT > 0:5 GeV/ in a one lustering algorithm. Evideneof harged jets has been observed in minimum bias data already around1�2 GeV/, and their properties join smoothly these for jets observed inregular jet-triggered data (> 20 GeV/). This harged jet tehnique was alsoemployed for investigating properties of the UE and of minimum bias events.The analysis required a reonstruted harged jet, and the phase spae wasdivided into angular regions �toward�, �away� and �transverse� to the jet,the latter being of primary interest here. While the two former regions werefairly well desribed by Pythia and Herwig, none of the MCs examineddesribed orretly all the properties of the UE (i.e. the �transverse� region).The in�uene of the UE on jet energies was also studied in the high-ETalorimeter-jet data by de�ning two ones at the same �, but at �90Æ inazimuth from the leading jet. The lower energy (min) one was used toestimate the ontribution from UE, while the higher (max) one also reeivesontributions from perturbative radiation (thus measured by the max�mindi�erene). The study onluded that the UE in hard sattering events ismore ative than in soft ollisions. In general, these results will be useful fortuning the MC generators.3. Heavy Flavor Prodution and deayWith the observation of large disrepanies between data and theoryHeavy Flavor Prodution is urrently one of the most interesting topisof High Energy Physis. At this workshop new results onerning harm,beauty and harmonium prodution at HERA and LEP were reported. From



3336 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«skithe experimental point of view, the improvement in bakground redutionfor the measurement of harm mesons, as obtained by the appliation ofa deay length ut using the H1 Central Silion Detetor, is partiularlyimpressive, see the talk [15℄ by Jeannine Wagner. On the theoretialside, appliations of the saturation model and the kT fatorization model toheavy �avor prodution, as presented during this workshop, are partiularlynoteworthy. 3.1. Charm produtionIn general, the agreement between theory and measurement of openharm prodution is satisfatory. NLO alulations of harm produtionin deep inelasti sattering are able to reprodue the measured rates of D�prodution [16℄. In photoprodution the preditions [17℄ to �xed-order plusnext-to-leading logarithms agree with measurements of H1 at two di�erentp enter of mass energies, but lie a fator 1.5 to 2 below measurementsof the ZEUS ollaboration. As of now, there are no published measure-ments of open harm prodution ross setions available from the Tevatronollider. Given the large di�erenes between measurement and alulationfor beauty and harmonium prodution at the Tevatron, measurements ofharm prodution ross setions in pp are eagerly awaited.With the large sample of harm mesons olleted at HERA it is possibleto extrat harm fragmentation fators and parameters with a preisionomparable to e+e� experiments. Jeannine Wagner presented [15℄ newmeasurements by H1 of the fragmentation fators f( ! D) for D+, D0,Ds and D� mesons. The results are in exellent agreement with the valuesobtained elsewhere and an be used to extrat various harm fragmentationparameters, suh as Pv (the fration of vetor mesons), Ru=d (the ratio ofu and d quarks) and s (the strangeness suppression fator). For instane,assuming isospin invariane the fration of vetor mesons is determined tobe Pv = 0:613 � 0:061(stat) � 0:033(syst) � 0:008(theo). Sanjay Padhireported on a similar determination based on ZEUS data, quoting Pv =0:546�0:045(stat)�0:028(syst) [18℄. Both results are in exellent agreementwith the world average of Pv = 0:601 � 0:032.Various proesses ontribute to the photoprodution of harm quarks: indiret photoprodution the dominant proess is �g fusion with a quark ex-hange, in resolved photoprodution harm exitation with a gluon exhangeis expeted to dominate. Due to the di�erent spins of quarks and gluons, theangular distribution of the two proesses di�er, leading to an exess of eventsin the -diretion for resolved events. A study [18℄ of the angular distribu-tion of dijet events with an identi�ed D� meson based on ZEUS data waspresented by Sanjay Padhi. The angular distributions for the diret and



Multi-Hadron Final States 3337resolved photon enrihed samples are observed to be signi�antly di�erent.A signi�ant exess of events is observed in the  diretion for the sampleenrihed in resolved photoprodution events. This may be interpreted asthe �rst onvining evidene for harm exitation in the photon.Stephen Robins presented new measurements of D� prodution rosssetions in deep inelasti sattering by the ZEUS ollaboration. The re-sults [19℄ are based on the large data sets olleted in the 1998-2000 runningperiods, orresponding to 82 pb�1. Overall the data exhibit the featuresexpeted from NLO pQCD preditions based on reent parton density fun-tions, suh as CTEQ5F3. However, the data for eletron� and positron�proton sattering show a statistially somewhat signi�ant di�erene: theratio of e� and e+ events inreases with momentum transferred, from about1.25 at Q2 = 30 GeV2 to 2.25 at Q2 = 450 GeV2. Detailed systemati hekshave been performed to exlude di�erenes in the aeptane of e�p and e+pollision events. No plausible physis reason for the observed di�erene hasyet been proposed.A wealth of results on harm prodution in  interation is emergingfrom the LEPII data. Armin Böhrer reported on D� rates versus pseu-dorapidity, �, transverse momentum of the D�, pD�T , momentum frationof the photon partaking in the hard interation, x , visible  enter-of-mass energy, Wvis and e+e� enter-of-mass energy, ps [20℄. The agreementwith NLO pQCD preditions is very good, apart from the di�erential rosssetion versus x , as measured by OPAL, whih shows an exess at a lowvalue of x = 0:03. The exess might be explained by additional hadronlike ontributions not inluded in standard parton density funtions of thephoton.Motivated by the suess of the Saturation Model in desribing the pro-ton struture funtion in the transition region between photoprodution anddeep inelasti sattering and inlusive di�rative sattering in deep inelas-ti sattering, Antoni Szzurek extended the formalism to inlude heavyquark prodution in -nuleon and  sattering [21℄. The saturation modeldesribes the sattering of photons with the nuleon as onvolution of a per-turbatively alulable transverse photon wave funtion with a dipole-nuleonross setion parametrized in �ts to proton struture funtion data. In itsextension to desribe heavy �avor prodution, partiular are was devotedto the e�ets of the kinematial threshold and the phase-spae limitations inthe region of large x . The alulations are able to desribe measurementsat low Wp, but lay signi�antly below the measurements from HERA withWp > 100 GeV. The situation for harm prodution in  ollisions is some-what better. The alulations are able to reprodue the shape of the risingross setion with W , however the absolute normalization appears to beabout 30% below the data.



3338 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«skiTraditionally, inlusive DIS is analyzed within the framework of theDGLAP evolution sheme [22�25℄. In a di�erent formalism, the kT fatoriza-tion sheme, terms proportional to �s log(�=�)2 log(1=x))n are resummed toall orders and give rise to a so-alled unintegrated gluon momentum distri-bution, A(x; k2T; �2). The latter is dependent on x, the momentum frationof the gluon in the proton, the probing sale � and the transverse mo-mentum kT of the gluon. Nikolaj Zotov presented a alulation [26℄ ofharm prodution ross setions based on three di�erent hoies of uninte-grated gluon momentum distributions: (a) by J. Blümlein [27℄, based on theleading order solution of the BFKL [28, 29℄ equation; (b) by J. Jung andG. Salam [30℄, based on a numerial solution to the CCFM [31℄ equation;and () by M. Kimber et al. [32℄, based on a ombination of the BFKL andDGLAP equations.Despite large di�erenes among the three hoies of unintegrated gluondistributions, the orresponding preditions for the harm prodution rosssetions in both photoprodution and DIS are remarkably similar and agreewell with measurements by the HERA ollider experiments.3.2. Beauty produtionProdution of beauty quarks is an area where the preditions of pQCDare expeted to be aurate and reliable. Beauty prodution ross setionshave been measured in , p, �p, and pp ollisions. Strikingly, in allthese environments the experimental results lie fators of 3�5 [33, 34℄ abovenext-to-leading order pQCD preditions.In order to understand the reasons for the failure of the alulations, theexperiments are devoting large e�orts to ross hek their measurements,using e.g. other detetion methods, and/or to extend the kinematial rangeof their measurements. In this ontextMonia Turato presented a reentanalysis [35℄ of photoprodution events by the ZEUS ollaboration. Theevents ontaining b-quarks are identi�ed through the measurement of therelative momentum of the deay � with respet to the axis of its assoiatedjet. The analysis makes use of the forward muon hambers, thus extendingthe angular overage to pseudorapidities of 2.3. The results ompare well toleading-order MC, suh as Pythia. Measurements of the di�erential rosssetions and omparison to NLO pQCD alulations are forthoming.Another way to obtain a handle on the b-quark prodution ross se-tion was presented by Jeannine Wagner. The analysis [15℄ investigatesthe angular orrelation of D� mesons and �'s in events ontaining bothpartiles. The event sample is subdivided in four subsamples with eithersame/opposite harge and same/opposite side D�'s and �'s. The sampleof same side and same harge partiles is almost entirely originating from



Multi-Hadron Final States 3339B meson deays, with only a small ontamination of harm quarks and`fake' �'s. The extrated visible b-quark prodution ross setion �vis(ep!e0D��X) = (380�120�130) pb is signi�antly above the preditions of 106pb by the Aroma leading-order MC.The situation is very similar in the  environment [20℄. Arnim Böhrerpresented reent measurement by L3 and OPAL of the inlusive beautyross setion. The measurements are based on an analysis of the relativemomentum of either an eletron or muon with respet to the axis of anassoiated jet. The measurements luster around 13 pb and are about afator three above the NLO pQCD predition, a di�erene whih orrespondsto four standard deviations.Given the many signi�ant disrepanies between experiment and theoryin beauty prodution, one would expet a large theoretial e�ort aiming atresolving these di�erenes. Disappointingly, the workshop reeived only oneontribution in whih Antoni Szzurek applied [21℄ the saturation model(see above) to beauty photoprodution. Similarly to the ollinear approah,his results are about a fator 2�3 below the reent HERA measurements atWp � 190 GeV. To help resolve this disrepany, measurements at di�erentWp would be partiularly useful.3.3. Charmonium produtionJungil Lee presented a omprehensive overview of the status of theo-retial alulations of J= - meson prodution. He reviewed [36℄ the physisof the non-relativisti QCD fatorization approah and the ontributions ofolor-singlet (CS) and olor-otet (CO) proesses. Due to their di�erentdependenes on the transverse momentum pT of the J= meson the sum ofthese proesses is able to desribe the di�erential ross setion versus pT, asmeasured by CDF at the Tevatron. The strength of the CO ontributionis desribed by universal matrix elements whih an not (yet) be alulatedtheoretially, but have to be determined by experiment.Katja Krüger presented new results [37℄ from the H1 ollaboration on-erning inelasti J= photo- and eletroprodution. The measurements spana large region of z, the inelastiity of the J= mesons, de�ned as the ratioof the energies of the J= meson and the photon in the proton rest frame.The results in photoprodution are well desribed by NLO pQCD alula-tion and the CS model. The importane of NLO orretions is partiularlyevident in the desription of the p2T; , where a leading order alulation failsto desribe the shape of the ross setion. Unfortunately, the NLO alu-lations su�er from a large unertainty due to the wide range of allowablemasses of the harm quark. When ompared to leading order alulations,the di�erential ross setions are ompatible with small values of the CO



3340 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«skimatrix element, but do not appear to be in ontradition with the valuesdetermined from the Tevatron data. Clearly, a rigorous alulation to NLOinluding both CS and CO ontributions is needed for both the HERA andTevatron environment before �rm onlusions about the universality of thematrix element an be drawn.The measurement of the heliity distribution of J= mesons versus z inphotoprodution shows a di�erent trend than LO alulations inluding CSor CS+CO ontributions. The data tend to go from a full transverse polar-ization at low z to no polarization at high z, whereas the alulations seemto do the inverse. However, one has to keep in mind that the alulationsare to leading order and do not resum soft gluon emissions. This may be animportant shortoming of the alulations, sine eah emitted gluon arriesaway one unit of spin.Arnim Böhrer reported on reent alulations [38℄ of the di�erentialross setion versus p2T for inelasti J= prodution in the  environment[20℄. The alulations use the matrix elements determined by Tevatron datato estimate the CO ontribution and is in good agreement with the data.However, the data are not preise enough to unambiguously establish thepresene of CO ontributions. Furthermore, the alulations are to LO onlyand large NLO orretions may a�et the present results.4. Dimuon photoprodutionH1 measured [39℄ di-muon photoprodution in searh of deviations fromStandard Model expetations. Boris Leissner presented the measured dif-ferential ross setion versus the mass of the dimuon system. No obviousdeviation from expetations, alulated with the Grape MC, are observed.The visible ross setion, both inlusive and for the inelasti subsample, arein exellent agreement with the preditions.5. Instanton searhes at HERAInstanton indued events are expeted [40�42℄ to leave a distint sig-nature: high multipliity of traks in the forward region, �avor symmetry,large muon ontent et. Birger Koblitz applied a multi-variant disrimina-tion method to obtain limits on instanton indued proesses. The analysis isperformed in a orner of phase spae where bakgrounds from non-instantonindued events are minimized. Based on H1 data, exlusion limits of 55 to80 pb are obtained if bakgrounds from non-instanton indued proesses, aspredited by standard LO MCs, are subtrated. Under the assumption thatall seleted events are instanton indued, the limit is degraded to 255 pb.



Multi-Hadron Final States 33416. Small-x �nal statesAs measurements from HERA of small-x �nal states have aumulated,it has beome very lear that we do not understand the details of par-toni evolution in this region of phase spae. Even though NLO DGLAP[22�25℄ evolution is able to reprodue the inrease of F2 with dereasing x,it is lear from �nal-state data that parton evolution is more ompliated.The alternative, BFKL [28,29℄ evolution, has turned out to su�er from hugeNLO orretions [43℄ and there does not seem to be any ompletely satisfa-tory model available for small-x �nal states today (see e.g. [44℄ for a reentreview).One problem with the BFKL formalism is that it does not onserve en-ergy and momentum. Although this may formally not be a problem atasymptotially large energies, in the real world it may make a very largedi�erene. This was learly demonstrated in the presentation by JeppeAndersen [45℄. By implementing BFKL evolution in an event generatorwhere energy and momentum is onserved exatly in eah vertex, he showedthat the predited BFKL enhanement of di-jet ross setions with the rapid-ity di�erene between the jets, atually transforms into a suppression. Thereason is that if you take into aount the energy needed to emit the gluonsresponsible for the inrease of the partoni ross setion, you will �nd thatthe parton densities are probed at orrespondingly higher x-values. Andsine the gluon density dereases steeply with x, the total e�et is a sup-pression. Andersen also suggested measurements whih involved inomingquarks, the densities of whih do not derease as muh with x.When going to next-to-leading order in the evolution [43℄, some energy-momentum onservation e�ets are taken into aount. But to get reliablepreditions it is neessary to also alulate the so-alled impat fators (oro�-shell matrix elements) to next-to-leading order. This has previously beendone for the � impat fators [46℄, but to desribe di-jets at large rapiditydi�erenes one needs to alulate the jet impat fators to NLO.Gian PauloVaa presented a �rst alulation for this [47℄. For the � impat fatorsone must treat arefully the anellation between real and virtual diagramsin the ladder and the orresponding ones from the sattered q�q system. Forthe jet impat fators there is the additional ompliation of also onsider-ing real and virtual diagrams in the parton densities. At the time of thepresentation, the alulations were not quite ready and no preditions werepresented, but sine then the alulation has been ompleted [48℄.Further theoretial progress in understanding small-x evolution was pre-sented in the Struture Funtions parallel sessions [49℄. Also some newmeasurements were presented. Relevant for this summary was the reportfrom Lidia Goerlih on forward pion prodution at HERA [50℄. The ad-



3342 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«skivantage of looking at �0 prodution rather than at jets, is that it is possibleto go further forward and hene be more sensitive to small-x dynamis. Thedownside is, of ourse, that one needs to understand the fragmentation ofpartons into pions. The presented measurement is a update of a previousmeasurement [51℄ with inreased statistis and a more detailed study of theevent struture. The result is that, similar to forward jet measurements, it isimpossible to desribe the rate and distribution of forward �0 with standardDGLAP based Event Generators, while adding a resolved virtual photonomponent does quite well. To some surprise, the Casade program [52℄,whih is able to desribe forward jets, is not able to desribe forward pions.The problem may be that the program does not inlude quarks in the evo-lution. The investigation into the distribution of partile �ow in events witha forward pion was also presented, but no additional disrimination powerbetween models was obtained.7. HadronizationOne problem with small-x evolution is that it balanes on the borderbetween perturbative and non-perturbative QCD, and our understanding ofthe latter is very poor. For the hadronization proess we have a ouple ofmodels, string [53℄ and luster [54℄ fragmentation, whih are able to desribemost features of the hadroni �nal-states in e+e�, but it is not entirelylear if these models an be used without modi�ation in ollisions involvinginoming hadrons.Dimitry Ozerov presented an investigation of the fragmentation pa-rameters in the Pythia program [55℄ and found that he needed a smallervalue of the parameter ontrolling the di-quark prodution in the stringbraking to reprodue the prodution of (anti-)protons in photoprodutionevents at HERA as ompared to the value �tted to LEP data [56℄. It wasnoted, however, that he had only been looking at minimum bias events,whih are known to be notoriously di�ult to model. Ozerov also noted aninteresting saling property when looking at the m? = m+ p? distributionsaled with the number of spin states, whih seemed to be independent ofpartile speies.Looking at high-ET jets and DIS events, where there is a hard salepresent, the fragmentation of jets are assumed to be more similar to thee+e� ase. Indeed, ontrary to the minimum bias ase above, there doesnot seem to be any need for a very di�erent di-quark suppression in stringfragmentation. At least not when omparing the prodution of kaons andlambdas in photo-prodution as presented by Stewart Boogert [57℄. Onthe other hand, he �nds a need for stronger strangeness suppression in thestring fragmentation (again ompared to LEP data) when looking at �(1020)



Multi-Hadron Final States 3343prodution in DIS, although there were some questions raised about thenormalization unertainties. Sine the �(1020) is a pure s�s state, Boogertalso showed that he an use suh partiles with very large fration of thevirtual photon momentum to diretly probe the strange sea distribution.Erika Garutti presented an interesting investigation of the formationtime of hadrons [58℄. Looking at pions, kaons and protons produed in DISon heavy nulei at HERMES, and omparing the attenuation in di�erentnulei as a funtion of their speed, she showed that protons seem to have alonger formation time than pions and kaons. Although there may still besome model dependeny in the onlusions, these �ndings will be importantfor e.g. �nding evidene for quark-gluon plasma.Another result from HERMES was presented by Volodymyr Ulesh-henko [59℄. Looking at partiles arrying a large fration of the virtualphoton momentum, one would expet that the ratio of harged to unhargedpions would be onstant, if one only onsidered the naïve parton model. Thisis, however, not what has been found at HERMES. Uleshhenko showedthat the disrepany an be explained by adding a di�ratively produed�0 deaying into �+��. He also noted that this may in�uene previouslypublished results on the �avour asymmetry of the light sea quarks [60℄.Another way of getting insight into the partile prodution mehanismis to look at partile orrelations. It is well known that the prodution ofidential bosons should be enhaned if the partiles are lose in phase spae.This so-alled Bose�Einstein orrelation depends on the size of the produ-tion region and an thus tell us about how partiles are produed. EdwardSarkisyan-Grinbaum reviewed some results on multi-partile orrelationsfrom LEP [61℄. He showed that the size of the prodution region, as ob-tained from Bose�Einstein orrelations, seems to depend on the mass of theprodued hadron, whih asts some doubt on whether we really understandwhat is measured. He also showed results on genuine 3- and 4-partile or-relations whih are onsistent with an inoherent soure of partiles. Aninteresting fat is that in fully hadroni W+W� events, where we expetthe hadronization region from the two W 's to overlap, there seems to be noross-talk whatsoever between the W 's. Note that even if partiles are pro-dued ompletely independent from the W 's we still expet Bose�Einsteinorrelations, but none has been found.Malolm Derrik reported on Bose�Einstein orrelations at HERA[62℄. Here one ould imagine a dereasing size of the prodution region withinreasing Q2, but no suh dependene was found. In photo-produtionthere does, however, seem to be a larger size of the prodution region.



3344 L. Lönnblad, J. Repond, M. Zieli«ski8. Resummation and parton showersBy looking at infrared safe event shapes it is possible to avoid eventgenerator based hadronization models altogether and still be able to obtainreliable QCD preditions. This is done by areful resummation of perturba-tive diagrams, together with a simple perturbatively inspired model to takepower orretions from hadronization e�ets into aount. Gavin Salamgave a brief overview of the results for wide range of event shapes measuredat LEP, where it is possible to obtain a onsistent �t to the two parameters,�s and �0 [63℄. The main part of his presentation was aimed towards DIS,where one naïvely would expet the urrent hemisphere of the Breit frameto look like half an e+e� event. There are, however large spill-over e�etsfrom the target hemisphere, the phase spae of whih beomes very large atsmall x, and Salam presented a way to overome these problems. He alsopresented a new program alled Dispath with a ommon interfae to theDisent [64℄ and Disaster [65℄ NLO programs.Giulia Zanderighi also presented results on event shapes in DIS, butwhile most suh investigations so far have dealt with two-jet shapes, shehas been looking at the three-jet related Kout shape [66℄. This measuresthe momenta out of the plane de�ned by the � � p and thrust-major axis.The alulation involves resummation of large single and double logarithmsof Kout=Q whih depend on the geometry of two outgoing jets, the olourstruture, the parton densities and the experimental aeptane in the for-ward region. She also presented an e�ort to produe a MC program tosemi-automatially alulate resummed power-orreted event shape predi-tions for any hard interation in e+e�, DIS and hadroni ollisions.Another three-jet related event shape in DIS was disussed by AndreaBan� [67℄. He presented a alulation of the azimuthal orrelations in DIS,whih is similar to the energy-energy orrelations in e+e�, but uses trans-verse momenta in the Breit frame rather than energies. One peuliarity ofthis event shape is that it does not go to zero with the azimuthal angle, whihresults in a non-integer power orretion. This event shape has not yet beenmeasured at HERA, but now that a predition exists, suh a measurementis surely alled for.There were two presentation about new algorithms for ombining �xedorder matrix elements with parton showers. Fixed order matrix an be usedto desribe the prodution of a handful well separated partons, but an-not be used to desribe the soft and ollinear inter- and intra-jet partons.For the parton shower models, the situation is reversed, whih is why al-gorithms ombining the two are very useful. Suh algorithms are, however,not trivially onstruted.



Multi-Hadron Final States 3345The �rst of these presentations, by Frank Krauss [68℄, desribed an al-gorithm based on the angular ordered parton shower in Herwig [69℄. Usinga 2-, 3-,. . . ,n-jet matrix element generator for e+e�, the events obtained arereweighted with the relevant Sudakov form fators from the parton shower.To do this he needs to use the k?-algorithm [70℄ to reonstrut the emissionsales. After this, a speial vetoed version of the parton shower is addedbefore hadronization an be performed. In this way the dependene on theregularization sale in the matrix element is aneled to next-to-leading log-arithmi auray [71℄. Krauss also presented a strategy for extending thisalgorithm to hadroni ollisions [72℄.Leif Lönnblad presented a similar algorithm [73, 74℄ also based on theideas in [71℄. The main di�erene was that the Colour Dipole Model as im-plemented in Ariadne [75℄ was used for the partoni asade rather thanthe Herewig parton shower. Also a modi�ed version of the Dilus algo-rithm [76℄ was used to reonstrut, not only emission sales, but ompletedipole asade histories of the matrix element generated states. The Su-dakov form fators are then generated from within the dipole asade witha speial veto algorithm. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Turnau, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3099 (2002), these proeedings.[2℄ M. Krawzyk, not submitted to the Proeedings; M. Krawzyk,A. Zembrzuski, Phys. Rev. D64, 114017 (2001).[3℄ A. Lupi, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3105 (2002), these proeedings; S. Chekanovet al., Eur. Phys. J. C23, 615 (2002).[4℄ G. Frising, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3117 (2002); C. Adlo� et al.,hep-ex/0201006.[5℄ K. Sedlak, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3129 (2002), these proeedings;hep-ex/0207018.[6℄ U. Jezuita-D¡browska, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3269 (2002), these proeedings;U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. Krawzyk, THERA BOOK, p.351.[7℄ M. Lightwood, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3111 (2002), these proeedings.[8℄ G. Grindhammer, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3147 (2002), these proeedings;C. Adlo� et al., Eur. Phys. J. C24, 33 (2002).[9℄ S. Hillert, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3159 (2002), these proeedings.[10℄ C. Gwenlan, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3123 (2002), these proeedings.[11℄ C. Shwanenberger, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3153 (2002), these proeedings;C. Adlo� et al., Phys. Lett. B515, 17 (2001).[12℄ P. Tortosa, not submitted to the Proeedings.[13℄ I. Bertram, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3141 (2002), these proeedings;V. M. Abazov et al., Phys. Lett. B525, 211 (2002); V. M. Abazov et al.,Phys. Rev. D65, 052008 (2002).
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